
  CHAPTER 13

          When   he   awoke   in   the   first   light   of   the   following   day,   Carl   tried   to 

  return  back into  the  town,  it  was time for  the  morning  ration  dole  out.  He 

  found   his   way of  return   blocked,  the  officers   of  the   three   submarines  had 

  gathered   their   crews   in   assembly.   Carl   retreated   back   to   the   beach   and 

  resigned himself to a day of hunger, he was unable to bypass the gathering, 

  but he could still hear what was being said. 

        Peter Kharkov made his appearance. In earlier days, in the confined 

  conditions of the  submarines, a cracked  recording  of the  National  Anthem 

  would have been played and a salute taken before the picture of the Party 

  Chairman. At their home base, there would have been a full parade and the 

  raising  of the flag  as well. This assembly was different, in no way or form 

  could   it   compare   to   the   polished   parades   at   home   base,   to   Kharkov   it 

    symbolised the final breakdown of discipline and the order of the old ways.

        The record player was still  in his cabin aboard the Minsk, as was a 

  fading photograph of the Party Chairman. The crew had gathered in untidy 

  disorder around the flat stone Carl had used on the previous evening. Their 

  uniforms  were   dirty   and   crumpled.   Peter   reminded   himself   that   they   were 

  being slept in, his own faded clothing didn't look much better.  Few weapons 

  were in evidence, those who carried them, did so sloppily. 

          Perhaps it would have been the proper time for a screaming harangue 

  to whip them all back into shape but Peter Kharkov didn't have the strength or 

  the inclination. He looked over their faces silently. The delay in starting his 

  speech had the effect of silencing the chatterers.



          "Comrades - this may be the one of the last times that I will address 

  you as your commander."

        He waited for the swell of murmurs to die down.

          "Whatever the truth of what we have experienced - or of what we have 

  been told - it does not alter the fact that we are confronted with a set of new 

    circumstances in which we must survive. After you  dispersed last evening, 

  your officers and I discussed the various options that are open to us. 

        We talked at length of permitting the submarines to return to sea with 

  as many as wished to crew them. That was one option and it was considered 

  very  carefully,   but  your   officers   suggested  that  this   would   not  be  a   viable 

  proposition. A great deal of uncertainty and danger would accompany those 

  who ventured out to sea. We have no knowledge of conditions beyond what 

  we  can  see   around  us.  Where   is   there   to   go?  What   would   we find,   if  for 

  instance, we attempted to go back to our homeland? At some point it would 

  be   necessary   to   put   ashore   for   fresh   supplies,   and   it   might   not   be   as 

  favourable as here. 

        An alternative suggestion was  to make our life here - but if we do this, 

  it is obvious that we must make use of all the resources available to us - as if 

  we   are   shipwrecked,   comrades.   When   you   think   of   it,   it   isn't   a   bad 

  description.   We   are   shipwrecked   by   circumstances   and   we   have   no   real 

  alternative - no home port - no home country! 

        So,   the   sensible   thing   would   be   to   make   use   of   all   the   resources 

  available. One of our major resources are the three submarines, they contain 

  much equipment and useful materials. To use our full resources, implies the 

  stripping of the submarines and even to cutting them apart. 

        I   would   not   order   such   a   drastic   action   without   your   full   consent, 

  comrades. I would like you to go away and talk over the options and return 



  here in one hour."

          Alexei   Chernov   listened   to   the   carefully   managed   phrases   of   his 

    commander and couldn't help admiring the subtle way he was manipulating 

  the men. Peter Kharkov had always had a slick tongue. His words had been 

  received passively by the men. There hadn't been any violent reaction to the 

  suggestion   of   cutting   up   the   submarines,   on   the   other   hand,   there   hadn't 

  been   any   outbursts   of   enthusiasm   for   the   alternative   of   putting   to   sea   in 

  search of some mythical  haven, which Peter had managed to make sound 

  unattractive.

        The  men  drifted  away  and  Kharkov  watched   them  silently.   To  send 

  them   away   was   the   only   thing   to   do,   for   they   would   say   nothing   in   his 

  presence but he knew the options would be fiercely debated with no officers 

  present. He wondered if he would be faced with two conflicting views and if 

  he was, how he would reconcile the opposing needs. 

          Some of the officers at home base, would have scorned his attempts at 

  a democratic choice. They might have tried to coerce the men to go in one 

  direction or the other - perhaps that would have been the proper way. They 

  were supposed to be a fighting force under his command - but that was all 

  changing and he felt powerless to stop the change. 

        He walked  away from his  supporting  officers and  they accepted  his 

  need for solitude. Alexei watched his hunched figure stride off into one of the 

  wrecked side streets - one that led down to the shore of the ocean. Such was 

  the Captain's preoccupation, that he didn't see Carl making his escape into 

  the town. 

        The tide was in, it was something the captain hadn't realised. He was a 

  little surprised that he didn't know the state of the tide. Eventually, he stopped 

  walking and looked out over the blue ocean. It was a little choppy and the 



  breeze strong enough to send a sailboat scudding across the waters. There 

  no longer were sailboats and the ocean was empty and the sky above silent.

        In earlier years the gulls would have wheeled and called and he would 

  have revelled in such a day. He would have taken his son and they would 

  have sailed the whole day. The boy would have had total trust, no matter how 

  far they might have travelled before the wind. Peter clenched his jaws tightly, 

  they were memories from other days - this wasn't the time for memories. It 

  was time to be reconciled to the fact that he was no longer a sailor - he was 

  beached, like  some ancient vessel  that could no longer be trusted to hold 

  water. As he turned to go back, he wondered if Dar liked sailing.

        He arrived back a little late and breathless, he had been preoccupied 

  longer than he had thought. The men had gathered around the flat rock and 

  watched silently as he stepped on to it. He looked into their faces and waited 

  for one of them to act as the spokesman. He knew that it wouldn't be one of 

  the officers - in every crew there was always a ship's lawyer who could be 

  counted   on   to   expound   book   and   verse   if   some   grievance   had   to   be 

  addressed. One of the men of the Potolkin stepped forward.

          "Comrade Commander, the men have asked me to speak for them."

          Kharkov nodded and waited.

        "The Comrades have discussed the options very thoroughly. They ask 

  if there is no other alternative than those you have mentioned."

          Kharkov looked over his men. They were good men, who had followed 

  him even during the time when they might have been excused for breaking 

  discipline - that is, they had followed without question until the last two days. 

  He nodded.

        "I understand your thoughts, comrades. You are asking why we must 

  break up the ships if we stay here. You are asking why they can't stay out 



  there in the bay and rust down to the waterline. You want to hedge your bets. 

  If it doesn't work out here on the shore, then we can sail away again. Aren't 

  these your questions?"

        It was a challenge and they shuffled uneasily.

          "Comrade Commander, isn't it good to have a second option? How do 

  we know whether the nuclear winter won't return?"

        "We don't, comrade. That's why I offer you the option to leave - those 

  of you who want to. Those who want to stay must also have the option to do 

  so."

        The spokesman drew courage.

        "The comrades of the crew have voted, Comrade Commander."

          Kharkov nodded.

        "So - tell us your decision, comrades."

        He sounded mildly interested.

        "The comrades of the crew want the option to leave at a later time. We 

  do not know if the conditions will change for the worse. We do not know if this 

  is a trick of the enemy. We do not know if our homeland has also recovered 

  and we can go home. We do not know about the future."

          "There  seems to  be  a lot  you  do  not know, comrade. What  do you 

  know?"

        The spokesman flushed a little.

          "Comrade Commander, we suggest that only one ship is beached and 

  stripped. Leave the other two until later."

          Kharkov looked at his officers - they maintained a stolid  expression. 

  He sighed, once again they were passing the buck. It stopped with him, he 

  had to make the decision. He looked at Alexei - if it came to dismantling only 

  one   of   the   submarines,   the   obvious   choice   was   the   leaking   rust   bucket 



  Potolkin.   Alexei   shrugged   slightly,   it   was   a   gesture   of   acceptance   and 

  resignation.   Kharkov   warmed   to   him,   the   ever   loyal   friend   Alexei!   The 

    commander nodded.

        "I accept - we will beach the Potolkin!"

          From the shelter of one of the nearer buildings, Carl listened to the 

  decision and waited until they dispersed. They still hadn't learned that such 

  decisions   weren't   theirs   to   make   anymore.   He   was   impatient   for   the 

    appearance of the Firstling. There was only so much that he, Carl, could do. 

  There was only so much that he could expect them to accept from his lips.

        He went back to the ruin he had briefly shared with Myra, she wasn't 

  home.It seemed that another bout of testimony awaited him. It was one he 

  hesitated to plunge into. The Councilman and Martha had been present on 

  the   previous   evening,   when   he   had   laid   the   facts   before   the   gathered 

    townspeople. Dar had gone back to his own group in the early hours of the 

  morning but now he had returned.

        "The Councilman and Martha want to talk to you, Uncle   Carl. I have 

  no idea what about, unless they want to convert you  to their crazy way of 

  thinking. They have a really warped way of interpreting things. I warn you, 

  he's as mad as a hatter and she's as calculating as ever. Just be on your 

  guard.   They'll   try   to   twist   everything   you   say   to   their   own   advantage, 

  especially Martha."

        Carl tried to work out the new relationship between Dar and the old 

  couple.   It   was   surprising   that   he   had   allowed   himself   to   be   used   as   their 

  messenger. Carl corrected himself - perhaps it wasn't so surprising after all. 

  Old   animosities   ought   to   crumble   under   the   influence   of   the   Kingdom   of 

  Peace   and   Dar   had   already   said   he   couldn't   find   the   energy   to   exact   his 

  revenge for all that had happened to him.



        His message delivered, Dar went off somewhere. Carl walked alone up 

  the road towards the ridge that separated Pringle's Head from Jacob's Bay. 

  The captain had acted immediately, as soon as the decision had been made 

  to beach the Potolkin and to tear her apart. It was as if he wanted to ensure 

  that it would be impossible to reverse the decision.       

        He left two of his crews in the town. There was no doubt that he was 

  still   wary   and   was   employing   the   cautionary   tactics   of   his   earlier   training. 

  Kharkov   had   gone   with   the   beaching   and   demolition   crew,   no   doubt   to 

  oversee the tricky operation. It wasn't only   curiosity that led Carl to follow 

  them shortly  after  their  departure,  it  was a growing  reluctance  to  face  the 

  interview with the Councilman and Martha.

        As he topped the ridge, he could look down at the broad expanse of 

  calm,   blue   ocean   and   the   inlet   protected   by   the   headlands   that   formed 

  Jacob's Bay. The shattered stump of the lighthouse commanded the greater 

  of   the   two   headlands.   In   its   day,   it   had   shone   out   over   the   shallows   that 

  obstructed   the   approaches   and   had   been   one   of   the   beacons   to   guide 

  vessels into the bustling port city, which had been the capital. 

        Carl  knew that  beyond  the  further  ridge, the  one  that ended  as the 

  other  headland   forming   Jacob's  Bay,  was  the   devastated  city.  He  found   it 

  hard to imagine how it would look now. He shuddered, one day soon he knew 

  he would have to summon up the courage to explore it.

        He had been breathing heavily when he reached the crest of the steep 

  ridge, so he stopped and watched the crew of the Potolkin on the shoreline, 

  they were manhandling two rubber rafts into the water. Carl could see Peter 

  Kharkov directing operations. There was no doubt that he was a leader. He 

  was the sort of man the new community needed. Carl felt relief, it was good to 

  know that he wasn't the one to be automatically elected to the job, as so often 



  had been the case during the previous three and a half years. 

        He   watched   the   distance   shorten   between   the   rubber   rafts   being 

  vigorously propelled by a dozen men and the three sombre black shapes that 

  had dealt death to their city and the former way of life it had represented.

        The submarines had indeed caused the death of the old ways but now 

  they would provide life for the new community. Carl could see that one sat 

  lower in the water. He could also see the hasty repairs that had been made to 

  its superstructure. The crews reached it and clambered aboard, securing the 

  rafts. They disappeared into its bowels as Carl walked   forward   to   the   road 

  junction   that  led   out   on   to   the   headland.   The  air   was  warm and  the   wind 

  strengthened to a pleasant breeze. 

          Soon, he was well along the spine of the promontory and could look 

  down at the scene on the water. The boarding  party had moved fast. The 

  Potolkin was being backed out of the bay, eventually, she came to rest just 

  outside the heads. She tossed sluggishly in the rougher waters. It would be a 

  disaster if the rough handling became too much for her. He held his breath as 

  she gathered speed to reenter Jacob's Bay for the last time. 

        She   was   aimed   straight   as   an   arrow   for   the   shore,   there   was   no 

  slackening  in  her pace. Carl  flinched  as the  prow lifted  on the  first bar of 

  shallow sand, some ten feet out from the beach. She slid on, the diminishing 

  water supply around her propellers churning as she shrieked her metal hull 

  on the soft shingle. It was the sound of her death agony.  When she finally 

  came   to   rest,   half   of   her   length   was   high   and   dry   out   of   the   water.   Carl 

  gasped, she was a monster!  She had looked so small out in the bay, with 

  only a portion of her hull showing above the surface.

        The   captain,   Alexei   Chernov,   appeared   through   the   hatch   of   the 

  conning tower, his broad uniform hat squarely in place. He ordered his crew 



  to slide down the hull to the sand and form up. He stood motionless until the 

  last man was down, then he turned and saluted the conning tower. Kharkov 

  and   the   shore   party   stood   in   stiff   silence   whilst   he   made   the   traditional 

  gesture and watched him drop slowly down the hull to his men. He walked 

  along their line and shook each one by the hand and then he walked over to 

  Kharkov. They saluted, both men were stiff marionettes. 

          When the formalities were finished, a cluster of men swarmed over the 

  beached ship. Distantly, Carl could hear their voices. Hatches were removed 

  on the decks to each side of the conning tower. It wouldn't be long before 

  they   started   to   strip   the   inside   and   transport   equipment   back   to   Pringle's 

  Head.

        The remains of the resort town was what he could see if he turned and 

  looked   down   into   the   broader   sweep   of   coastline   to   the   other   side   of   the 

  headland. Despite the high tide, the beach was a long yellow strip stretching 

  for miles along the coast. It was deserted. He squinted his eyes and tried to 

  look among the broken buildings. The sun was very bright and it was hard to 

  see   any   movement.   The   brightness   tended   to   make   the   scene   unreal.   It 

  wasn't the shimmer of a heat haze, for there was no increase in warmth. The 

  unreality was more a fudging of the edges of things - a lack of definition.

        He completed his walk to the wreck of the lighthouse and then beyond 

  it, to the very edge of the cliff. It was a sickening drop to the base. Heights 

  had   never   worried   him,  he   looked   down   at   the   ocean   boiling   against   the 

  rocks. He felt utterly at peace and he surrendered to the luxury of staring out 

  over the calm ocean, under a sky that didn't have the hint of a cloud. It was a 

  perfect day and the first time that he had been alone for longer than he could 

  calculate - certainly from before the time of the Flight of the Woman.

        It was so like earlier times, when he would try to escape to place such 



  as  this.   It  didn't  help   to   look   back,  there  were  too   many  memories.  Then, 

  there had been Mary and the children - now, he was alone. He realised that it 

  wasn't really like earlier times. This was different, it took a while to realise 

  what. There were no birds - no gulls wheeling and calling above the cliffs and 

  the ocean, and far out on the waters there was an emptiness. So many ships 

  had passed in former times, in and out of the great port that had been his 

  home.  He   wondered   if   the   gulls   would   ever   return   -   and   indeed,   whether 

  where would ever be a time when there would be ships once more on the 

  ocean. Perhaps the time would come. 

        A thousand years was a long time and things would not remain as they 

  were.   There   would   have   to   come   a   time   when   man   moved   on   from   the 

  primitive, basic existence he currently enjoyed. Technology might well return 

  and ships would be built and ports into which they would enter - but there 

  would have to be a difference, the conditions that prevailed previously could 

  not persist in the thousand years, nor the commercial greed and grasping of 

  previous days.  

        Carl remembered a phrase from Revelation:

          'Then  all  the  sea-captains and voyagers, the sailors  and those who 

  traded by sea, stood at a distance and cried out as they saw the smoke of her 

    conflagration: 'Was there ever a city like the great city?' They threw dust on 

  their heads, weeping and mourning and saying, 'Alas, alas for the great city, 

  where all who had ships at sea grew rich on her wealth! Alas that in a single 

  hour she should be laid waste!'

        Carl  sighed and wondered how it was for those who were upon the 

  ocean when the atomic blasts from the submarines had shattered the city. 

  Some   perhaps,   fell   prey   to   the   lurking   menaces   that   Peter   Kharkov   had 

  commanded. A voice interrupted his thought.



          "Revelation continues in the next verse: 'But let heaven exult over her; 

  exult,  apostles  and  prophets  and  the  people  of God;  for  in  the  judgement 

  against her, he hath vindicated your cause!'"

        Carl turned hastily, sitting beside him on the rock, was the Firstling. He 

  was smiling gently.

        "Take care, Carl. A misjudgement might find you on the rocks below."

        It   was   hard   to   deduce   whether   the   caution   was   meant   for   physical 

  danger or for spiritual. 

        Carl stammered:

        "I didn't realise you were there."

        "I am always with you - a Firstling does not have to be visible at all 

  times for him to be present. You are still governed by the words written in the 

  first  letter to  the Corinthians: 'But it  is written, Eye  hath  not seen, nor ear 

  heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath 

  prepared for them that love him'.  Such is the nature of our Resurrected body 

  that a Firstling can be in as many locations as is necessary and in as many 

  realms, all at the one time. Our body has an infinite number of forms, each 

  suited for the realm or circumstances in which it must function. I have been 

  with   you   from  the   moment  the   Third   Coming   was  completed.   You   are   not 

  alone - accept in the purely physical sense and that will change in the course 

  of time. Look around you and you will see how you are surrounded."

        Carl   experienced   a   moment   of   disorientation,   it   was   as   if   the 

  intensifying  light haze had increased to blind him for an instant. When  his 

  sight   cleared,   he   found   himself   in   the   centre   of   a   vast   number   of   radiant 

  beings. He recognised  no one, but their love and friendliness towards him 

  was unmistakable. From afar off, he heard the Firstling continue:

          "These are a fragment of the uncountable host who were present upon 



  Mount   Zion   during   the   Wedding   Feast.   They   are   those   who   are   given   to 

  assist the Kingly-Priests in their task in the Lord's Kingdom. 

          Once, in the time of Elisha, the prophet asked that his servant's eyes 

  could be opened to see the Host of the Lord, who stood ready to fight for the 

  man of God. He uttered the words 'Fear not: for they that be with us are more 

  than they that be with them.' I have given you this vision, so that you can be 

  comforted."

          Again, there was an intensification of brilliance and when his sight was 

  clear   again,   Carl   found   himself   sitting   at   the   cliff   edge,   with   the   Firstling 

  gazing at him with compassion.

          "Most   of   those   who   were   New   Apostolic   failed   to   understand   the 

  degree by which they were protected by the Angels of the Lord. We would 

  pray for the Angel Protection and we believed in an unclear way that we were 

  preserved   from   all   dangers,   both   physical   and   spiritual.   It   was   a   rare 

  experience to see the degree of that protection. Each Child of God was in a 

  sea   of   angelic   care   and   support.   Heavenly   forces,   who   were   eager   to 

  contribute to the Plan of the Father, so that the Bride could be completed. 

  Now, a fragment of the uncountable multitude are eager to support and care 

  for the citizens of the Kingdom. You are not alone, Carl. Always be aware of 

  that."


